In the affluent neighborhood and diplomatic district of Chanakyapuri in New Delhi lies the Indian National Rail Museum (NRM), the only one of its kind in Asia. Sprawling over 44,000 square meters, the NRM comprises a large outdoor museum, an indoor gallery and a large Auditorium for conferences. In 2010, the museum hosted the annual meeting of the International Association for the History of Transport, Traffic and Mobility (T2M).
We here at National Rail Museum - Delhi have different programs for our visitors of all ages very often. We make sure that all of them will enjoy all programs at their best, we have many of our return visitors who visit railway museum of often. We have indoor gallery with rich collection of exhibits here at National Rail Museum. Know More. TOP ACTIVITIES. The National Rail Museum conducts special activities all the year round for visitors of all ages. These activities have been classified as Toddlers, Schools Section, Families Section, Rides, Miniature Model, Interactive exhibits. These activities National Rail Museum, New Delhi, Delhi, India. +91-11-26881816; +91-11-26880939. Tuesday to Sunday 9.30 am to 5.00 pm. Opened on February 1, 1977, the National Rail Museum is located in Chanakyapuri, the general area where most of the foreign embassies are located in Delhi. The museum is dedicated to the rich rail heritage of India, which dates back more than 150 years. The National Rail Museum has a fascinating collection of more than 100 real size exhibits depicting the rich rail heritage of Indian Railways. There are static as well as working models showcasing the history and evolution of rail travel in India – signaling equipment, antique furniture, historical pictures and literature – almost everything associated with rail travel and its progress in India is here.